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Dear Sir
Re The Inquiry on tackling climate change in Victoria's communities.

I would like to lodge my submission with thoughts for the above mentioned committee. I
understand the community of Victoria along with all of Australia have many ideas on
how to combat the growing problems of climate change. However, unless our near
neighbours are serious about combating change to their environment, we as Australians
have not much of a chance, we can do our bit but the rest of our world must also be
serious about combating climate change.
I will list several problems I see that must be curtailed to commence the decline on our
environment and life on our planet as we know it With major air traffic increasing daily
all over the world we have here in Melbourne one major air port with thousand using this
mode of transport heavily polluting the atmosphere as these gigantic air craft carry
millions all over the world using thousand oflitres of fossil fuel for each journey. Not to
mention the rubber for tyres, glass on every window, the aluminium used for the body of
every plane, food and human waste on each flight, all the commodities for the comfort of
passengers plus the baggage each passenger takes on board to name a few. The radiation
these planes emit every day every hour causes a build up of man made pollution into the
hemisphere.
All industrial premises must be checked regularly by inspectors seriously fining those
culprits who continue to break the law in storing of huge amounts man made toxic
chemicals, eventually combustion takes over with horrific results as we have experienced
in recent times. We are all responsible for this rubbish. There is far too much lenient by
our Governments on these people who are destroying neighbour hoods with
contaminates. The less this man made product is produced the less contaminate our
communities will need to deal with. The major chemical spills that take place and run
into our water streams, creeks and into the bay and then into the ocean is a major
contributor to toxic waste being washed into our vital waterways killing our flora and
fauna and making fish inedible. Do we want to end up like Italy and other European
countries that tow millions of tons of waste and dump it into the oceans. Man has messed
up the earth and now killing the oceans and all the marine life that call it home. Man is
not happy that their contribution has damaged the earth and almost killed and poisoned

the sea and now man wants to fill outer space with junk. Countries continuing to explode
rockets into the sea and into outer space also contribute heavily to pollution. The
government must get serious about supporting these countries who continue this
destruction of our planet earth. One way you could assist in this area is to stop the illegal
and legal fire works that take place regularly each and every year. The gun powder used
for these explosive devices is in the tonnage. Laser is an option people need to be aware
of the damage that these fireworks do to the environment. The paper and dyes used for
the colourful exhibition would also be massive.
The desalination plant in country Victoria is another man made disgrace. Yes it will make
sure we humans have enough fresh water but to what cost. The extremely caustic poisons
used to extract the salt from the sea water cannot be overlooked. Once again the man
made poisonous chemicals used for this process must be looked at seriously, where is this
extract going, yes, back into the ocean being detrimental to all sea life. Australia is a dry
continent and this process would be vital when our natural water has dried up, which
leads to another major issue, the underground water table. With massive amounts of
underground water being used for mining, gas exploratory use and various other
industries syphoning this precious commodity from our aquifers, again man is bringing
on his own demise and adding to climate change. The massive amounts of sand and
gravel used in our building industries, roads and rail infrastructure also needs to be
accessed further and the serious effects this has on our rivers and streams, changing the
natural environment.
Humans are their own worst enemy one can only look outside in any street, shopping
complex, offices and dwelling to see the phone junkies using this modem communication
tool. Where do they think the power used to charge these mobile telecommunication
tools not to mention the battery used to operate them and the satellites for receiving such
reception. It is called world socializing. It is unbelievable that all these millions of
humans do not stop to think exactly where and what is used in the manufacturing of these
devices that one cannot let out of their hand. The gold, plastics the lithium for the battery
all must be mined using vast amounts of fossil fuels for the equipment to mine such
products. Solar panels all sound wonderful but do people realise they too need batteries
for storing this energy, and yes where are these batteries made?
Man is only too happy to blame the humble cow or sheep for the so called agricultural
emissions. But who put them on the earth for their own needs? The animal like humans
must release build up of gases in their digestive systems for health and well being. The
water they drink and the water that is used for animal husbandry is also massive. The
grain and hay that is being sent off shore is grown on our land using our water and other
assets. Australia is one of the driest continents on earth and we are using it to an
unhealthy over load all because man needs must be met. Massive immigration to our dry
continent is causing untold damage to our resources and our environment. We have
already seen our native animals and our flora become extinct with the clear felling of our
beautiful forests, the effect on their life and environment cannot be overlooked. All
creatures have a right to life and man is destroying their habitat every minute of every
day of every year, they have no voice and sadly death is inevitable. With the food chain

expiring, some have even turned to eating bugs and grubs, the whole ecosystem will be
changed for ever. Where would the wine industry be without bugs, the bees cannot be
replaced by robots? Not to mention the grain industry and all foods grown for human
consumption. Man made chemicals used in every back yard every day to rid them of a
bug and these chemicals eventually are washed into our drains.
With the current life style we all expect for example, heating of homes offices shopping
complex, schools every conceivable building uses massive amounts of electricity and gas.
The humble computer which we all take for granted using huge quantities of electricity
just so we can use our credit. cards, communicate, storage of massive amounts of data like
in hospitals. The satellites again are overloaded with modem technology, with more
being launched into the atmosphere constantly for this demand. The cities are all lit up
like beacons, bill boards using florescent lighting, traffic lights controlling the movement
of vehicles, with trucks delivering goods twenty four seven. Tram and Rail transport
again use huge amounts of electricity to convey workers to and from work daily. The
man made equipment and materials used in making massive roadways should be curtailed
and planned appropriately.
Gas fired crematoriums to rid the human remains with high levels required for this
process. Overseas many countries are burning their rubbish to fuel electricity maybe this
could be an option for us. One only needs to look at the ice continents fast melting, its
any wonder man again destroying it with buildings, air bases and humans heating it with
diesel generators and other resources for their comfort. Leave the oils and gases in the
ocean it needs to be left clean. Radiation in our homes using microwaves without
thinking of the damage it is doing to oneself. The major housing, buildings, with the
massive amounts of concrete, bricks all heating up the air and with very little tree planted
for natural shade. Erosion in treeless farms and huge properties where there is no longer
any habitat or resting place for birds as they migrate, swamps that was their reliable food
source have dried up or have been pumped dry and turned into housing estates. We are
lucky to have birds, not many countries do. Farm land is our food bowl not to be
covered with wall to wall of housing. The aboriginals knew how to exist eat and kill only
what they need to live each day not dragging the rivers and oceans with nets capturing
and killing everything that's caught in it. Be serious and make the Japanese stop the
whaling and murdering of this gracious creature before it to will be extinct. Have a vision
it's not too late.
I understand we must all be made accountable for the condition of our world action must
be taken by those in authority. We have elected you to do the right thing by all of us and
it is time for everyone to take a serious look at what we have done. Do not state that
money is the issue here, serious decisions must be made and your constituents must be
told of the gravity i~ one does nothing.
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